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Concepts 
Human impacts 
Ecosystem conservation 
 
HCPS III Benchmarks  
SC.4.5.3 
 
Duration 
45 minutes 
 
Source Material 
PRISM 
NOAA 
 
Vocabulary 
Conservation 
Impact 
Marine Debris 

Marine Debris in Hawaii 
Summary 
Students will be introduced to a variety of human and natural threats 
coral reefs, focusing on how man-made marine debris affects coral 
reef ecosystems. Students will learn about marine debris via two 
strategies:  reading an article and watching a Power Point 
presentation. 
 
Objectives 

• Students will identify natural and human threats to coral 
reefs. 

• Students will identify impacts of marine debris on Hawaiian 
coral reef ecosystems. 

• Students will describe why and how marine debris occurs 
and how we can decrease the amount of marine debris. 

 
Materials 
“Marine Debris in Hawaii” brochure from NOAA 
“How long does it take for marine debris to decompose?” 
“Healthy Reef vs. Unhealthy Reef” picture 
A sheet of paper for their journal entry (1 per student) 
 
Making Connections 
Students have now learned about and discovered a variety of physical 
and biological components of a coral reef.  In the following lessons, 
students will explore the things, including themselves, that threaten 
the safety of coral reef ecosystems. 
  
Teacher Prep for Activity 
Photocopy the “Healthy vs. Unhealthy Reef” picture, “Marine Debris 
in Hawaii” brochure, and “How long does it take for marine debris to 
decompose” for each student. 
 
Background 
See background in brochures attached. 
 

CORAL REEF 
ECOLOGY 
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Procedure 
1. Make a list on the board titled: “What destroys a coral reef?” Ask for some examples 

of things they think might destroy a coral reef.  Write them on the list. 
2. Then, ask the students to help you categorize the list into the subheadings: Humans? 

Vs. Natural?  
3. Pass out and read as a class, the NOAA brochure on marine debris in Hawaii. 
If time permits, briefly discuss some of the information on the other brochures provided. 
4. Next, brainstorm research questions that beach researchers might want to ask about a 

degraded (marine-debris laden) shoreline.  Example questions you could look for are:  
a. What are the five most common types of marine debris items we will find? 
b. Will cigarette butts be the most typical item found?  
c. How does marine debris affect coral reef organisms? 

5. Now, have the students write a journal entry on their reactions to these questions: 
• What do students think about plastic in the ocean?  
• Where does plastic go? 
• Does it go away?  
• What types of animals are the most affected by marine debris?  
• How do we use plastic in our daily lives? 
• How can we reduce plastic waste in the ocean? 

Note: if time permits, ask for volunteers to share their entries to give them practice on 
oral communication skills. 
6. Distribute the “Healthy Reef vs. Unhealthy Reef” picture and have students draw and 

color their pictures. 
7.  To end, get the students up and active by introducing and asking for volunteers to  
      perform the following “Impact Dramas”: 

 
1. Polyp being stepped on or crushed 

-     Opened, healthy polyp immediately closing (“Ouch” sound effect) 
 
2. Polyp dying 

- (“cough, cough, greasy” sound effect)- symbolize being covered with oil. 
- (“hot, hot, hot” sound effect) symbolize sea temperature rise from global 

warming. 
- (“coughing, gasping; I can’t feel the sun; Nooo” sound effect) symbolize 

being smothered by sediment/algae or marine debris 
 
Homework: Challenge students to keep track of all of the disposable plastic items 
(including packaging on products) they use during one full day. Have them list each item 
and make notes of what they do with these items when they are finished using it. Ask 
students to share how they disposed of their plastics, including ways that they reduced 
(used alternative products), reused, or recycled the next day. 
NOTE: Before giving the assignment, play Jack Johnson’s song “Reduce, Reuse, 
Recycle” the build up some excitement for the task you are asking them to do. 
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Assessments 
Completed category list 
Marine debris drawings  
Homework assignment 
 
Resources 
Marinedebris.noaa.gov 
Hawai‘i Wildlife Fund website – www.wildhawaii.org 
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                   Healthy Reef vs. an Unhealthy Reef  
   Name________________         
    
Directions: Draw a picture of a HEALTHY coral reef in the top box. Draw a picture of reef 
impacted by human and natural threats in the bottom box that is UNHEALTHY. 

HEALTHY 

UNHEALTHY 

 


